everteam.discover

Analyze & Organize
Information
everteam.discover is a powerful tool that lets you
find, organize, classify and manage content located
in systems and repositories across your organization

Primary Use Cases

All companies deal with multiple systems that store information (e.g. CRM, ERP, file shares, email, cloud drives).
These siloed systems lead companies to lose global con-

Illuminate & Remediate Dark Content

trol of their information, increasing the costs and risks re-

Effectively identify and reduce ROT (redundant,

lated to data theft and non-compliance of privacy and

obsolete, trivial) and decrease storage costs.

retention regulations.
everteam.discover enables you to find, clean, organize
and search all your content from a central location, helping you simplify regulatory compliance, preserve sensitive
data, migrate documents to archives or the cloud.

With everteam.discover you can
Find, organize, enrich, classify information

Address Compliance Requirements
Ensure compliance with industry regulations
including GDPR, NYDFS, and Gramm–Leach–
Bliley.

Apply Policies and Retention Rules

Ensure proper governance of your information
by automatically classifying content and applying the right retention rule to each item.

Identify personal & sensitive information
Address regulatory & compliance requirements
Migrate or archive content
Implement records & retention management

Simplify Content Migration

Reduce the time and cost of migrating your
information from one system to another.

Provide a 360° view of the information
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everteam.discover
Co nnect, A n alyze, Organize and Govern all
Info rmati o n in Your Organization

Key Capabilities
●● Connect multiple data sources (network drives, cloud storage,

SharePoint, Exchange…) using plug and play or generic connectors
(CMIS, Rest-based API).

●● Automate the discovery of duplicate and obsolete content as well as
personal and sensitive information.

●● Leverage machine learning and human curation to enhance existing
metadata by automatically extracting terms, concepts and other
entities from raw text or manually tagging and labeling datasets.

●● Organize and classify content based on corporate rules, business
taxonomy or file plans.

●● Move and migrate items from a source system to a target system
or application to ensure content preservation of your most
sensitive information assets

●● Perform advanced searches (language detection, semantic
expansion).

●● Create personalized self-service dashboards to more efficiently
find and retrieve information.

For Information
Management Professionals
Ensure company information is secure,
accurate and properly governed.

For Business
Professionals
Get a 360-degree view of the company’s
information across silos through self-service
search tools and personalized dashboards.

Ready to learn how everteam.discover can support your company?
Contact us today for a demo.

www.spigraph.com
sales.uk@spigraph.com

www.everteam.com
info@everteam.com

